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Abstract - -We study the scattering problem in the case where a low frequency plane electromag- 
netic wave is incident upon a body covered by a thin layer of very high conductivity. We develop 
convergent series solutions in powers of the wavenumber for the electric field, and the scattering 
amplitude. Moreover, we evaluate the leading term of the scattering amplitude and of the scattering 
croes-section. 
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tering cross-section. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The scattering of low frequency electromagnetic waves by a perfectly conducting obstacle was 
initiated by Lord Rayleigh at the end of the 19 th century. Stevenson [1] developed a procedure 
for obtaining the general term of the electromagnetic f eld in low frequency series. Kleinman [2] 
contributed to the study of electromagnetic scattering at low frequencies; among other results, he 
derived expressions for the fax-field in terms of the near-field, for any radiating electromagnetic 
field. Jones [3] obtained an explicit formula for the second approximation of the electromagnetic 
field at low frequencies, depending upon the solution of a combined interior-exterior potential 
problem; he also derived a posteriori bounds and a technique for calculating the solution. For the 
physical problem and its mathematical formulation we refer to the books by Hans and Melcher [4] 
and Jones [5]. Electromagnetic s attering, at low frequencies, by a multilayered scatterer, was 
studied in [6] by decoupling the electric and magnetic fields. 
Geophysicists, in their study of electromagnetic induction in the earth, commonly use a bound- 
ary condition for the electromagnetic field, which is often referred to as the conductive boundary 
condition. We refer to [7] for the physical explanation of this boundary condition. Angell and 
Kirsch [8], derive the conductive boundary value problem for the quasi-stationary Maxwell's 
equations that arise in the study of magnetotellurics. They prove existence and uniqueness of 
solutions of this problem and study the set of far-field patterns for scattering problems with plane 
wave incidence. 
In this paper, we study the conductive boundary value problem at low frequencies. In particu- 
lax, after formulating the relevant transmission problem, we construct the corresponding problem 
for the electric field only. Using the dyadic fundamental solution, we obtain an integral repre- 
sentation for the exterior electric field, and compute the scattering amplitude, and the scattering 
cross-section. In the low frequency case, the wave problem is reduced to a sequence of potential 
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problems, which can be solved iteratively. Integral representations for every coefficient of the 
low frequency expansion are obtained. In the last section, we compare our results with the cases 
of scattering by either a dielectric or a perfect conductor; it is interesting that, in our case, the 
conductive nature of the boundary of the scatterer does not have any effect until the second order 
approximation. 
2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
We consider a bounded region f/(the scatterer) with a C2-boundary 0f/. We assume that f/is 
covered by a thin layer with very high conductivity ¢e(r), such that the integrated conductivity 
T(r) := o "~ (r + ~2(r)) d~, r E Of/, (2.1) 
e 
remains finite, where 2(r) denotes the outer unit normal at r E Of/. For the corresponding 
physical problem, we refer to [7]. 
Let Crl,Cr2 be the conductivities in f/1 -= f /and  f/2 - R 3 - ~, respectively. Suppressing the 
harmonic time dependence exp(-icot), where co > 0 denotes the frequency of the electromagnetic 
field E, H, Maxwell's equations take the quasi-stationary form 
curlHj  = -ikjEj, curlEj -- ikjHj, in f/j, j = 1,2, (2.2) 
where k 2 = ico#0crj,  = 1,2, with Imkj >_ O, is the wavenumber in f/j, and #0 is the magnetic 
permeability in vacuum. 
The transmission conditions on Of/are derived in [8] and have the form 
X E2(r) ---- 2 X El(r), (2.3) 
on Of/. 
(2.4) k22 X [2 x H2(r)] -- k12 x [2 x Hi(r)] + #0coT(r)2 x El(r),  
Let Ein(r) = b exp(ik2k, r) be a plane incident electric field, with unit polarization vector b and 
unit propagation vector ~:, such that b • k = 0. Then, the total exterior electromagnetic f eld 
(E2,H2) is given by 
1 curlEin(r) + HSC(r) ' (2.5) E2(r) = Ein(r) + ESC(r), H2(r) = 
where (ESC,tt sc) denotes the scattered electromagnetic f eld, which is supposed to satisfy the 
radiation condition 
/ I \  
~ x HSC(r)+ ESC(r)-- o ( r )  , r--* ¢x~, (2.6) 
uniformly in all directions. 
It is proved in [8] that provided the integrated conductivity T(r) is H61der continuous on Of/, 
the transmission problem consisting of (2.2) to (2.6) has a unique solution. 
3. INTEGRAL REPRESENTATIONS 
In this section, we derive integral representations for the solution of the problem described 
in the previous ection, as well as for the scattering amplitude and cross-section. This will be 
performed by separating the electric and magnetic fields. The elimination of the magnetic field, 
leads to the following problem: 
curl curl Ej  (r) = k2Ej(r), r E f/j, d = 1,2, (3.1)j 
2 x E2(r) = f i x  El(r),  r E Of/, (3.2) 
curlE2(r) = curlEl(r)  - ico/~0T(r)~ x El(r), r Eaf / ,  (3.3) 
ik2 x curlESC(r) + ESC(r) = o , r --, co, uniformly in all directions. (3.4) 
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As it is known [6], the fundamental solution of (3.1) in dyadic form, is given by 
- grad®grad'~ e ik21r-r' 
+ )  7--77' (3.5) 
where ~ = el @el +e2 ®e2 +e3 ®e3 is the identity dyadic. Using the above fundamental solution. 
we obtain for the scattered field the following integral representation [6]: 
1 /0 [ (cur lESC( r ' ) ) ' (n '×G(r , r ' ) ) - (n '×ESC(r ' ) )  ESC(r) = ~ ri 
(3.6) 
x (curlr, G(r ,r ' ) ) ]  ds (r'). 
Since the incident electric field satisfies (3.1)j, taking into account he transmission condi- 
tions (3.2),(3.3), and applying the dyadic form of Green's identity on E1 and G in 121, we arrive 
at 
k2 ( 0"1 ) fo  Es(r) = Ein(r) - ~ ~s - 1 E1 (r'). G (r, r') dv (r') 
(3.7) 
iw#° L4r nT( r ' ) (~ 'xE ' ( r ' ) ) ' (~ 'x~; ( r ' r ' ) )  ds(r'),  rEf l2.  
Let us note that div E2(r) = 0. The normalized (dimensionless) scattering amplitude is defined 
by 
ESC(r ) - -g(F ,k)h(k2r)+O(~) ,  r-+oo, (3.8) 
where h(x) is the zeroth order spherical Hankel function of the first kind. 
By (2.5), (3.7), (3.8) and taking into account suitable asymptotic formulae [6], we finally obtain 
that 
= --~ ; - I  E1(r') . (~- F @ F) e-ik'"" dv (r ') 
(3.9) 1/0 } +-- T(r')(~'XEl(r'))-(~'x (~-~®'r))e-ik'r'r'ds(r') • 
if2 f l  
The scattering cross-section, S is defined as the ratio of the time average rate (over a period) at 
which energy is scattered by the scatterer, to the corresponding time average rate at which the 
energy of the incident wave crosses a unit area normal to the direction of propagation. For the 
evaluation of S, the Poynting vector is used, and it comes out [6] that 
S = k-~2 :l ds (F). (3.10) 
4. LOW FREQUENCY APPROXIMATIONS 
At low frequencies (i.e., when k2a << 1, where ci is the radius of the smallest circumscribable, 
around the scatterer, ball), it is assumed that all quantities may be expanded in powers of k2, 
(see [3]); therefore, 
oo ( i ks ) -  
Ej(r) = E m! F~)(r)' r e flj, j = 1,2, (4.1)j 
rn----0 
where F~)(r) are functions independent of ks, the so-called low frequency coefficients. Insert- 
ing (4.1)j into (3.1)j, and equating equal powers of ks, the following sequence ofpartial differential 
equations i obtained: 
curl curl F~ ) (r) : m(m - l~J'~2aJ F0 )m_2~/r~s = 0, j = 1, 2, (4.2)j 
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where it can readily be seen that for m = 0 and m = 1, (4.2)j becomes the vector Laplace 
equation, while for m _> 2, it becomes a vector Poisson equation with r.h.s, term proportional to 
the (m - 2) th order coefficient which is known from previous teps. 
Similarly, the transmission conditions (3.2),(3.3) may be transformed to 
x F~)(r) = ~ x F~)(r), 
~x  [~x curl F~) (r)] = ~x [~x curlF(ml)(r)] 
+ m(m - 1)T(r)~ x F~)_2(r), 
i f2  
The incident wave and the fundamental dyadic may also be expanded as 
c~ (ik2)m (~:'r) m' Ein(r) =/) Z m! 
m=0 
oo  , ITS 
g(r , r ' )  = E (~k2) = , ~.l c,m (r, r'), 
m----O 
where 
r • a~, (4.3) 
r e 012. (4.4) 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
~m (r,r ')  = Ir - r'[ m-1 [(ra + 1)~-  (m-  1) (r - r') ® (r - r') 1 (4.7) 
I r_  r,i 2 J" 
Substituting the series expansions given by the relations (4.1)j, (4.5), and (4.6), into (3.7), re- 
ordering terms, interchanging summation and integration, and equating like powers of (ik2), we 
end up with 
m 1 m - 
F~)(r) = ~a(~:.r) -~-~ (~-1)~ (p)p(p- i )~F(~2(r ' ) .~m_p(r , r  ') du(r') 
p----0 
(4.8) 
4ra2 p p-2 pffi0 
We note that the term b(k. r) m in (4.8) is the contribution of the incident wave to the T//th 
coefficient. 
As far as the normalized scattering amplitude is concerned, we consider the expansion 
oO (ik2) e-ik2~.r' = Z (-l~m ('r" r')m (4.9) 
/ m!  
m~-O 
Substituting (4.1)j and (4.9) in (3.9), we obtain 
g (~'k) = (ik2)S ( 4"-~ (~-  ~ re , l )  (ik2)" ~ (p ) ( -1 ) '~  F~)_, (r') 
mr0 p----0 
x (~-~®~)( r . r ' ) "  dv(r') 
+- -  (-1) p T(r') (~ x F (1) (r')) 
¢Y 2 m[ m--p 
m----O p-~o n 
Therefore, g(~, k) is O(k3), as k2 ~ O. In particular, the leading term approximation is 
= -~ -~ -1  ~ F O) dv (r'). + --a2 ~fl T (r') (~' x (r')) 
(4.11) 
x (f i 'x (~'-~@~)) ds(r')} +O(k4), k240.  
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By (4.11),(3.10) the leading term approximation for the scattering cross-section, is 
k4 {(  al )2 ~F(ol) (r') 2 11 F(o 1) ds(r') S=~ 722-1 (r ' )dv ÷a-~2 jfo T ( r ' ) (~ 'x  (r')) x~ '  2 
+--a2 ~22 -1  (r ' )dv(r ' ) -  nT(r ' ) (n 'xF(° l ) ( r ' ) )xn 'ds(r ' )  (4.12) 
+ o 0 
5. D ISCUSSION 
I. From (4.4) and (4.8), it follows that the zeroth and first order low frequency coefficients 
are independent of the integrated conductivity T(r). Therefore, for the conductive prob- 
lem the second order approximation is essential, contrary to the dielectric ase where the 
zeroth and first order approximations give sufficient accuracy [3]. Also from (4.8), it is 
apparent that if a2 = a2 < -t-co, then the low frequency coefficient F(m 2) is expressed as a 
sum of surface integrals only, involving ~(1) -i~(1) F (1) In the case that al < +co, ~0 '~ I  ~ ' ' ' ,  m- -2"  
a2 = +co, F~ ) is given as an analogous sum of volume integrals only, and is independent 
of the integrated conductivity. This situation corresponds to the scatterer being a perfect 
conductor. This explains the physicists' usual practice for tackling problems with conduc- 
tive boundaries, i.e., to require that a2 ~ +co "near" the boundary, and add a "suitable" 
term "away" from the boundary [4]. 
II. From (4.4) and (4.8), it follows that the leading term approximation of the scattering 
amplitude depends only on F(01), contrary to the cases of dielectrics and perfect conduc- 
tors, where it depends on F(01), F~ 1), and F (1) (see [6]). This is due to the nature of the 
conductive boundary condition (2.4). This remark applies also to the leading approxima- 
tion for the scattering cross-section. Let us note that, in our case, g(Y, k) is O(k3), and 
S is O(ka2), as k2 --* O, as holds for dielectrics and perfect conductors [6]. Therefore, the 
orders of g(~, k) and S, with respect to ks, are not affected by the conductive boundary 
conduction. 
III. If, instead of eliminating Hi, j = 1,2 from the initial transmission problem, we eliminate 
the electric fields Ej, we obtain a corresponding problem involving only the magnetic field. 
The low frequency coefficients Y(m j) for the magnetic field, are connected with F~ ) by the 
relation 
curlF~)(r) a/-~j O) = mYm_l(r), m _> 1. 
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